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In the age of modern days, the influx of different devices such as; mobile smartphones, gadgets, laptops, and other computing equipment have impacted the society comprising not only the corporate & business niche; and also human the so called “peopleware”, one of the core aspects of computer technology while the other two being hardware and software. As humanity evolved so as the Information & Communications Technology did as well. It has drastically affected the human lives and customary. Thus, education will also follow and adapt the trends so that it will not create any difficulties in learning processes. So what lies ahead in this kind of millennial generations, the education bureaus, scholars, educators, corporate worlds, and all people from different walks of life have finally and continually immersing themselves in vast changes happening in the progression of the Silicon Valley, where futuristic computer engineers gathered and formed varied high tech gadgets, computing equipment, and discovering of functional mobile apps. These realization have contributed in building a highly industrialized nations of technologies and firmware. In this view, everything will follow according to what technology has demanded the humanity. So in the education’s perspective, the Department of Education has finally embraced the significance of modern technology thru the use of Ethernet (or the so called Internet Highways) in processing reports, ICT such as computers, projectors, notebooks, and mobile phones in teaching, and communications thru varied mobile useful apps and websites.

In today’s actualization of modern era of computers, the Department of Education also encouraged every schools to familiarize in using computer software to work on their lesson plans, IM’s, reports, and teaching strategies. Unexpectedly, the Divison of Bataan roll out the new and quite exciting trainings in Brigada Layouting using the prestigious
Adobe InDesign, a desktop publishing and typesetting software application produced by Adobe Systems. In reality, the software itself is good since it can be used in creating works such as posters, flyers, brochures, magazines, newspapers, presentations, books and ebooks.

This program now applies in the Brigada Eskwela Albums which aims to deliver a more precise works of art. Magazine type albums are implemented to all public schools to showcase their Brigada Eskela activities and implementations. It will somehow contribute to the performance of a particular competing and non-competing schools, since it will fully illustrated there all the information happened during the stint of Brigada Eskwela.
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